THE VERY THOUGHT OF YOU

COMPOSERS: Chuck & Brenda Vogel, 137 Crosswinds Ct., Murrysville, PA 15668
RECORD: Sydney Thompson EP716 (Side 1, Band 2) 412/325-2628
FOOTWORK: Opposite, directions for M except where noted
SEQUENCE: INTRO - A - A - B - A (Meas 1-14) - ENDING

MEASURE

1 - 4
WAIT; WAIT; DIP BK,-,MANUV,;- FIV,2,SD,CL;
(CP FC WALL) Wait two Meas;
SS
Dip BK L,-,FWD R Trn RF to FC RLOD,-;
QOOQ
BK on L PIV RF,FWD R DLW,SD L DLC,CL R;

PART A

1 - 4
HOVER; WEAVE 3; TWISTY VINE 3; SCIS TO BJO (CK);
SOQ
FWD L,-,SD R,Rec L (SCP);
SOQ
Thru R,-,FWD L Trn LF COH, BK R DLW (BJO);
QOQ
BK L,SD R LOD,SLIF LOD (SCAR),-;
QOQ
SD R LOD,CL L,XRIF (W XLIB) to BJO RLOD,-;
5 - 8
IMPETUS TO SCP; MANUV,-,SD,CL; SPIN TURN; HALF BOX BACK;
SOQ
BK L,-,CL R to L Trn RF (Heel Trn) to LOD,FWD L;
SOQ
FWD R Trn to FC RLOD,-,SD L,CL R;
SOQ
BK L PIV RF,-,FWD R LOD (rising on ball of foot), BK L;
SOQ
BK R,-,SD L,CL R;
9 - 12
DRAG HESITATION; OUTSIDE CHANGE TO BJO; HITCH; OUTSIDE SWIVEL;
SS
FWD L Trn LF,-,SD & BK TO BJO FC RLOD,Draw L to R (no Wt);
QOQ
BK L, BK R Trn LF COH,FWD L LOD to BJO,-; (W FWD R, FWD L beginning LF,
BK R to BJO,-)
QOQ
FWD R,CL L, BK R,-;
SS
BK L,-,Swing R in Frt of L & FWD R,-; (W FWD R RLOD SWVL RF,-,FWD L,-;(SCP)
13 - 16
SOLO TRN 6 TO FACE;; HALF BOX TO SCP; THRU,-,FC,CL;
SOQ
FWD L Trn LF,-,SD R LOD,CL L (FC COH);
SOQ
SD & BK R LOD,-,SD L LOD,CL R;
SOQSOQ
FWD L,-,SD R,CL L (SCP); Thru R,-,SD L DLC,CL R;
(NOTE: SECOND TIME THRU CHANGE MEAS 16 TO PICK-UP,-,SD,CL)
SOQ
Thru R,-,SD L,CL R; (W Thru L Trn LF to FC M,-,SD R,CL L (CP);

PART B

1 - 8
DIAMOND TRN;;;; FISHTAIL; HITCH 4; IMPETUS TO SCP; PICK-UP,-,SD,CL;
SOQSOQ
FWD L Trn LF to BJO,-,SD R,BK L to WALL; BK R Trn LF,-,SD L,FWD R to RLOD;
SOQSOQ
FWD L Trn LF,-,SD R,BK L COH; BK R Trn LF,-,SD L,FWD R to BJO LOD;
QQQQQQQQ
XLIB to WALL,SD R,FWD L,Lock R BK of L; FWD L,CL R,BK L,CL R;
SOQ
BK L,-,CL R to L Trn RF (Heel Trn) to RLOD,FWD L (SCP);
SOQ
Thru R,-,SD L,CL R; (W Thru L Trn to FC M,-,SD R,CL L [CP]);
9 - 15
REPEAT MEAS 1 TO 7 OF PART B BEGINNING FC RLOD, ENDING FC LOD
16
THRU,-,SD,CL;
SOQ
Thru R,-,SD L LOD,CL R;

ENDING

1 - 2
WALK,-,HINGE,-;;
SS
FWD L,-,R,-; (W FWD R,-,FWD L Trn LF,-)
SS
SD L (Trn slightly to FC W),-,Lower,-; (W BK R to BJO,-,BK L crossing
slightly BHD R & Lower,-)
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